
Q Massage

An embracing sense 
of well being
Body reshaping





Q Massage

Reshaping massage
Technology and simplicity

The special feature of the new technology applied to 

pressure therapy of Q Massage, allows us to obtain an 

extremely aesthetic versatile equipment with unique 

features for accuracy and safety.

Specially created and tested programs aim to remove 

the interstitial fluid in excess and to promote the 

outflow of blood and lymphatic circulation.

Selecting the appropriate functions you can change 

for each area: pressure, holding time in pressure, 

pause time between one cycle and the next. You can 

also exclude one or more areas, in order to achieve 

personalized effective treatments.

White (on demand)Wengè Oak



TECHNOLOGY AND 
TREATMENT

The ergonomic interface of Q Massage allows a 

simple and accurate selection of type and mode of 

each treatment, thanks to the exclusive color touch-

screen display.

A personalized memory card records the data of the 

customer and the advancement of each session. 

It makes easier the beautician’s management, who 

can check and verify directly the number of treatments 

carried out and those still to be performed.

Q Massage



AN EFFECTIVE TREATMENT 
IN TOTAL SAFETY
Q Massage transmits an immediate sense of well being, weakening the sense of tension and heaviness and giving 

a more toned and elastic skin. 

Safety and accuracy of treatments are guaranteed by an automatic detector of body pressure, which when applied 

to the customer, transmits through a software specially created, the collected data and sets automatically the more 

suitable values for the treatment.

PRESSURE MASSAGE FOR BODY 
RESHAPING TREATMENTS
Practical leg and arm bands made with non-toxic materials in overlapping sectors, which are specifically designed 

to ensure a correct compression, allow the user to treat with extreme calmness at the same time or separately lower 

and upper limbs.
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Shape and Slim
AESTHETIC BANDAGE - a special product line 

FIRMING - SLIMMING - DRAINING - ANTI CELLULITE

Q Italy has studied a product line to use in synergy with Q Massage. Shape and Slim is the aesthetic treatment that 

allows you to loose cm and to reshape your body in few sessions, through the use of aesthetic bandage. 

All the line products are composed by plants extracts, free from paraffin, mineral oils, petrolatum, vaseline, silicones 

or colorings.

The mechanism of action consists in absorbing an effective concentration of functional active ingredients in a short time 

in several areas of the body: legs, abdomen, buttocks, arms and breasts. Depending of phyto therapeutic preparations 

and formulations present in bandages, you will get obvious benefits such as: firming, drainage of fluids in excess, body 

reshaping and anti-cellulite action.

Shape and Slim is the latest generation in bandages and represents a nice solution, practical and easy to be promoted 

by the Beautician to her customers.

CREAMS

• REGENERATING C.: Exfoliating and renewal action

• Q SLIMMING: Slimming cream

• Q TONE UP: Tone up cream

• Q DRAINING: Draining cream

BANDAGES

• Q CELL: Reshaping bandage

• Q SLIMMING: Slimming bandage

• Q TONE UP: Tone up bandage

• Q DRAINING: Draining bandages

PHIAL

• RESHAPING PHIAL: Concentrated slimming and reshaping fluid

• SLIMMING PHIAL: Concentrated slimming and draining fluid.



Shape And Slim



3 reasons to choose Q Massage 

Q Italy wants to make an active contribution to your success, with technical, 

commercial and marketing aids that add value to its products and provide 

a secure basis for your high-achieving business: staff training by skilled 

technicians, to learn to make full use of the various technologies of different 

models. Skilled technical service always available.

Q Italy improves 
your business 

Q ACADEMY

Q Italy was born with a mission. To give a modern answer to an ancient dream: 

eternal beauty. For twenty years now, we have been designing beauty care 

and treatment equipment: reliable instruments for the most demanding 

professionals. With Q Italy we offer a new line of equipment that reinvents the 

rules of wellbeing, with a minimal and elegant design and a range of state-of-

the-art functions.

Our project

Q STORY

F.A.P.I.B.

Strada della Fornace Vecchia s.n., 61122 - Pesaro

Tel. +39 0721 25198 

Fax +39 0721 220372

www.qitaly.it  - info@qitaly.it

Q FRIENDLY
Q Italy is always
by your side

WHATSAPP ASSISTANCE: 3665891852          PERSONALIZED MEDICAL ASSISTANCE: doc@qitaly.it

     OFFLINE    

-  Advertising and editorial

-  Leaflet

-  Totem 47x150 cm

-  Poster 100x140 cm

-  Poster 70x100 cm

-  Bill posting 6x3 m

     ONLINE

-  Social media marketing

-  Web marketing

MARKETING SUPPORT: 


